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Precise modeling of nutation and VLBI observations?
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Abstract. — Using geodetic and astrometric VLBI acquired between 1984-1994, we have determined coefficients in
the nutation series with uncertainties of 10 microarcseconds. This level of accuracy is quite sufficient to differentiate
between alternate theories of nutation. We show that small terms predicted using the Kinoshita & Souchay (1990)
rigid Earth theory of nutation revised by Souchay & Kinoshita (1995), agree well with the VLBI results at periods
where the non rigid Earth corrections are reliable. These terms are different or absent from the Kinoshita (1977)
theory that is the basis for the standard IAU 1980 model. We propose a nutation series based on the Kinoshita &
Souchay theory using the Wahr (1979) transformation for a non rigid Earth that can be useful where the physical
interpretation of the smaller terms is important. This series, called VKSNRE95.1, includes corrections to the nine
largest terms derived from VLBI observations.
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1. Introduction
The theory of nutation developed by Woolard (1953) satisfied astronomical users for many years. It was replaced
by more complete and more accurate IAU1980 theory
(Seidelmann 1982) based on the work of Kinoshita (1977)
and Wahr (1979), which ironically was quickly overtaken
by modern astronomical observations such as Lunar Laser
Ranging (LLR) and Very Long Baseline Interferometry
(VLBI) that showed deficiencies in this theory at the level
of several milliarcseconds (mas). The largest defects are
ascribed to inadequacies in modeling of the response of
the non rigid Earth. These involve the main terms of the
series (18.6 y, 9.3 y, 1.0 y, 0.5 y, 13.7 d and 13.6 d) and
have been actively investigated by several groups (e.g.,
Gwinn et al. 1986; Mc Carthy & Luzum 1994; Walter &
Ma 1994). Souchay et al. (1995) give an extensive analysis
of these terms, as well as of the precession constant and
the Free Core Nutation component.
The comparison of observations with theory is complicated by three circumstances:
(1) Free modes of the Earth are expected to manifest
themselves in the period range of 400−500 days.
(2) The still short time span of the VLBI data (15
years) precludes complete separation of the main terms
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in the celestial motion of the Earth’s pole, i.e., precession
and the 18.6 year oscillation.
(3) The Kinoshita (1977) nutation series is truncated
at 0.1 mas and does not consider the planetary effects on
the Earth’s axis.
Kinoshita & Souchay (1990) have developed a more
complete series, that retains all effects above 0.005 mas
in longitude and obliquity, and also includes planetary effects, the largest of which has a 0.2 mas amplitude in longitude. While the IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation includes
106 luni-solar terms, the Kinoshita & Souchay series revised by Souchay & Kinoshita (1995), includes 270 independent luni-solar terms and 112 independent planetary
terms. In addition to being more precise and complete,
the Kinoshita & Souchay theory also considers the contribution of coupling effects between the Earth’s rotation
and the orbital motion of the Moon, as well as nutationnutation cross effects, which influence some of the large
terms.
Souchay et al. (1995) estimated corrections to the precession constant and the largest nutation terms from VLBI
observations. This study concentrates on the ability of
the presently available VLBI results to distinguish between the old and the new series for terms that are not
expected to be modified by changes in geophysical modeling. For this purpose, the Kinoshita & Souchay series
which describes the motion of the axis of figure for a rigid
Earth, is transformed into a series for the Non Rigid Earth
(KSNRE) by use of Wahr’s (1979) coefficients, which were
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Fig. 1. a) The spectrum of the KSNRE model, showing the planetary contributions, and the luni-solar ones, present or not in
IAU 1980

Fig. 1. b) Enlargement of the low frequency part of the spectrum of Fig. 1a
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Table 1. Luni-solar and planetary arguments used in the Kinoshita-Souchay theory. The values from ELP2000, VSOP82 and
IAU 1976 can be found respectively in Chapront-Touzé & Chapront (1983), Bretagnon (1982) and Lieske et al. (1977)

Fig. 2. The GSFC time series of the celestial pole offsets corrected by VKSNRE95.1 (dots), and their formal uncertainities
(solid line), 1984-1994. Unit: 0.00100
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Fig. 3. Differences of estimated amplitudes of nutation terms with those predicted by the Kinoshita & Souchay theory (.) for
periods ranging from 5 to 600 days. The solid line gives the standard error of the estimations from VLBI observations. The
positions of all existing lines in this part of the spectrum are shown (+). Unit=0.00100

also used in the construction of the IAU 1980 Theory of
the Nutation. In order to avoid interpretation difficulties
resulting from the analysis problems mentioned above,
this study concentrates on periods under 600 days, after appropriate treatment of the largest discrepancies of
geophysical origin.
2. The Kinoshita-Souchay nutation series for a non
rigid Earth
The accuracy of the transformation to a non rigid Earth
depends not only on the accuracy of Wahr’s coefficients,
but also on the adopted value of the Free Core Nutation (FCN) frequency, as discussed by Zhu et al. (1990).
Wahr (1979) used a 460-day period, whereas recent evaluations tend to give a value close to 433 days (Dehant 1992;
Souchay et al. 1995). However, the defects in Wahr’s coefficients affect only two categories of nutation terms: those
with periods near the FCN period (roughly between 400
and 500 days), and the few coefficients with the largest
amplitudes.
The astronomical arguments to be used with KSNRE
are listed in Table 1. The spectral contributions of the
various components in KSNRE are shown in Fig. 1: terms

already included in the IAU 1980 theory of Nutation, lunisolar terms newly introduced, and planetary terms. The
newly introduced lunisolar terms densify the spectrum in
the annual and monthly bands and their harmonics. The
planetary terms have a more even distribution, in particular in the band between 0.1 and 3 c/year, and are becoming more interesting since the observational history of
high precision VLBI has entered its second decade.
Notice that some of the coefficients included in the
tables of nutation for a rigid Earth model given by
Kinoshita & Souchay (1990) have been subject to revision, other ones of small amplitude were ignored in these
tables. The corrections relative to the two kinds of defects
will be published soon (Souchay & Kinoshita 1995). They
have been taken into account in the VKSNRE95.1 series
detailed below.
3. The analysis and the VKSNRE95.1 series
The data set considered is a time series of the celestial
pole offsets δψ and δε, derived by Ma et al. (1995) from
1700 24-hour VLBI sessions over 1980-1994, in the frame
of a global analysis of the Earth’s orientation. The same
data set was used by Souchay et al. (1995) to estimate the
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Table 3. Correction to 42 mutation terms. 1st line: VKSNRE95.1-IAU 1980, 2nd line: VKSNRE95.1-VLBI (estimation), 3rd
line: uncertainty of the estimation
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Table 3. continued
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Table 3. continued

precession, nutation and FCN corrections of geophysical
origin.
According to the standard definition of the celestial
pole offsets (IERS, 1995), δψ and δε give the position of
the celestial pole relative to that predicted by the IAU
1980 Theory of Nutation, respectively in longitude and in
obliquity. To refer the observations to the more complete
Kinoshita & Souchay coefficients, the observations are first
corrected for the difference between KSNRE and the IAU
1980 Theory of Nutation (except for the coefficients to be
investigated, see hereafter), i.e., the difference between the
models for terms already in the IAU 1980 Theory of Nutation and new terms solely from KSNRE. This corrected
VLBI time series is then analysed for linear trends (precession and obliquity rate), for eight of the nine largest
nutation terms that are affected with geophysical modeling (the 9.3 year coefficients are adopted for geophysical
considerations), and for an empirical Free Core Nutation
term with a period of 433 days (see Souchay et al. 1995).
After fitting these last components by the way of VLBI, we
get a new version of the KSNRE series which is corrected
for unmodeled geophysical effects. These new series, called
VKSNRE95.1, are listed in Table 2. Thus they consist in

8 nutation terms fitted to the observations, one derived
from geophysical consideration, and 373 calculated purely
analytically.
The new time series of the difference between the VLBI
observations and the model are plotted in Fig. 2. Note
that the evolution of the VLBI network and observation
scheduling resulted in an improvement of precision with
time to reach the level of 0.1 mas over 1991-93.
In a second step, the original series of δψ and δε are
differenced from the predictions of VKSNRE 95.1 (Fig.
2), except for the terms to be investigated. The series of
differences is then analysed by least-squares to determine
whether there are significant disagreements between the
observations and the theory. These disagreements are examined through a sample of 42 terms out of the 100 largest
ones with periods between 5 and 600 days in KSNRE. The
selection criterion is that the estimated parameters are
correlated by less than 0.55. The terms include 35 lunisolar terms and 7 planetary terms with theoretical amplitudes larger than 0.02 mas (in δψ sin ε and δε), i.e., five
times smaller than the truncation limit of the IAU 1980
Theory of Nutation. The longest period retained in the
sample is 584 days, a term due to the influence of Venus.
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Fig. 4. Corrections to the IAU Theory of Nutation, as predicted by the Kinoshita-Souchay theory, for periods under 600 days.
The terms are ordered in decreasing order of amplitude (in dψ sin ε and dε), not considering the ten largest terms, which have
to be re-estimated for geophysical reasons. the solid line at the 0.02 mas level gives the standard error of the estimations of
amplitudes with the present-day VLBI results. Unit: 0.00100

The next periods for terms larger than 0.02 mas are 730,
943 and 1305 days (planetary terms).
The estimates obtained for the 42 terms are listed
in Table 3. For each term, we give the estimated differences VKSNRE95.1-IAU 1980 and VKSNRE95.1-VLBI.
Most VKSNRE95.1-IAU 1980 differences are at the level
of 0.05 mas, as could be expected from the truncation of
Kinoshita’s series at 0.1 mas and the other mentioned defects. The listed uncertainities are one standard error of
the least-squares estimate of the corresponding parameter.
They are at the level of 0.01 mas on a single component (in
δψ sin ε and δε). It can be seen that for most terms the difference VKSNRE95.1-IAU1980 is significantly larger than
VKSNRE95.1-VLBI, indicating that the new series agrees
much better with the observations.
The agreement of the VKSNRE95.1 terms with the
VLBI results is remarkable, as can be seen in Fig. 3. The
only significant discrepancies are for terms near large dissipative oscillations, around one year and half year (seasonal fluid effects) and in the 400−500 days band where
free modes are expected to be active. Differences up to
0.07 mas (in δψ sin ε and δε) are found in the in-phase as
well as in the out-of-phase components for the terms with
period 398, 438 and 486 days. Another group, with amplitude discrepancies up to 0.02 mas, also in-phase as well

as out-of-phase, is in the band 9−35 days. This second
anomaly is consistent with the fact that while the standard deviation of the observations from the VKSNRE95.1
model is at the level of the VLBI formal uncertainties for a
single determination of δψ sin ε or δε (±0.2 mas) for periods longer than about one month, it is higher (±1 mas) for
shorter periods. Further investigation of the VLBI results
is needed to explain these relatively high discrepancies.
4. Conclusion
This study shows that the VLBI results available in 1993
are able to confirm the validity of the Kinoshita-Souchay
model of luni-solar-planetary nutation down to the level
of ±0.01 mas, notwithstanding the remaining questions
concerning the response of a nonrigid Earth and their implications on the few largest terms in the series.
The improvement relative to the IAU 1980 Theory of
Nutation that is brought by both VLBI and the KinoshitaSouchay nutation theory for a rigid Earth model is illustrated in Fig. 4 for the terms with periods under 600 days.
The terms are organized in decreasing order of magnitude (in δψ sin ε and δε), not considering the eight largest
terms, which have been re-estimated for geophysical reasons. The line at 0.02 mas shows the level of uncertainty
of the estimation of amplitudes based on the VLBI results
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available in 1995. The precision of the IAU 1980 Theory of
Nutation is also shown. It is clear that the combined use
of the two types of information provides an excellent basis
for further investigating remaining problem areas, such as
the 9−35 days or the 400−500 days bands.
For future progress in the understanding of the nutation and precession of the planet Earth, the continuation
of VLBI observations with the present day accuracy will
be needed.
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